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Summary
Nick returns from a date with Jordan to find Gatsby’s house lit up as if there were a party, but there was nobody 

there. Gatsby approaches Nick from across the lawn, and starts to ask Nick to many different activities to butter him up 
to get him to agree to ask Daisy to a tea. Nick agrees to the plan. It was raining on the day of the meeting and when 
Daisy arrives, Gatsby has disappeared from the house out of nervousness. Gatsby then knocks on the door, all wet 
from the rain because he left the house, and he then entered. Gatsby is very awkward and clunky and knocks over 
Nicks clock. Nick leaves during the awkwardness only to return to Daisy and Gatsby glowing and laughing together. 
Gatsby then invites Nick and Daisy to his house and begins to show his possessions to Daisy to impress her, and it 
works as she starts to cry at Gatsby’s many shirts. Gatsby tells her of how he used to think of her at the sight of the 
green light at the end of her dock, and dreamt of having her once again.

Nick as a third party is skeptic of Gatsby and wonders if Daisy truly fulfills the angelic expectation that Gatsby 
holds of her, because after all it has been a long time and she is only human with flaws. Nick then exits the house as 
Klipspringer plays the piano because Gatsby and Daisy have forgotten he was there.



Important Events

● Gatsby and Daisy meet again after 5 years
● Gatsby invites Nick and Daisy over to his house
● Nick and Daisy are treated to a tour of his house 
● Daisy and Gatsby silently express love for one 

another once again 



Quotes

“Nobody’s come for tea. It’s too late!” (page 85) -
Gatsby

“Five years next November…” (page 87) -Gatsby

“I certainly am awfully glad to see you.” (page 86) -
Daisy
“They’re such beautiful shirts...” (page 92) -Daisy



Tweet

Gatsby bribes Nick. Gatsby loves Daisy, Daisy 
“loves” Gatsby.
#Reunited #OMGTheShirts #LoveTriangle


